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The CrossTrak is Jayco’s first ever hybrid RV which is custom built for off-road travel  
and adventures.

The beauty of Jayco CrossTrak is that it’s the next step up from a Tent Trailer with a  
solid pop-top roof so it’s a great transition RV for those people looking for a  
versatile all-round unit.

The CrossTrak is perfect for adventurous duos or families that want a lightweight RV  
that can be towed by mid-sized SUV’s and has the capability to allow their adventures  
to continue off the beaten track. 

Jayco CrossTrak boasts a 450kg payload with a low 1,350kg TARE weight.  
The reduction in weight comes down to our market-leading hot-dipped galvanised 
Endurance chassis (as seen on Silverline) and the JTECH 2.0 Independent suspension. 

JAYCO CROSSTRAK
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external ensuite hatch

external kitchen hatch

external ensuite hatch

PURPOSE BUILT FOR OFF-ROADING

Outdoor living is at the heart of Jayco CrossTrak with 
an exterior kitchen and ensuite, making for a complete 
outdoor experience.

The outdoor kitchen features a 2-burner gas cooktop, 
stainless steel sink, overhead storage, towel rail and 
plenty of bench-space. Alongside the kitchen is a  
720L boot with a slide out 55L portable 12V fridge. 

The rear of the unit features a spacious outdoor  
shower area with a drop-down privacy tent, with a  
roof mounted flexible solar panel allowing for a 
complete off grid experience.

Modern and cosy living areas providing all the comforts 
of home with innerspring mattress, comfortable dinette 
seating and an array of overhead and cabinet storage space. 

The outdoor kitchen features a 2-burner gas cooktop, 
stainless steel sink, overhead storage, plenty of  
bench-space & 55L portable fridge.

HYBRID 13.39-1

Body Length 4,190mm

Tare Weight 1,350kg

Ball Weight 150kg

Travel Length 5,100mm

Travel Height 2,400mm

Travel Width including Awning 2,200mm

HYBRID 13.39-2

Body Length 4,190mm

Tare Weight 1,350kg

Ball Weight 135kg

Travel Length 5,100mm

Travel Height 2,400mm

Travel Width including Awning 2,200mm

The weights and dimensional data are not binding. Jayco reserve the right to alter specifications without notice. These are a guide only and will change depending on accessories fitted to your van. 
 It is advised to discuss this with your Jayco representative. The load carrying capacity of Jayco RV’s vary from product to product to ensure it is fit-for-purpose.
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JAYCO CROSSTRAK FEATURES

INTERIOR GENERAL

Air conditioner – Freshjet roof mounted

Antenna – Winegard

Battery - 100 AMP deep cycle

Battery – 2 X 100AMP

Battery - BMPRO 12V/240V management system

Battery - JHub phone app connect

Bed - double bed with orthopaedic slates

Dinette seating with durable designer fabric &  
nonslip base

Furrion Bluetooth speaker dock

Lights - 12V LED strip lighting

Lights - 12V LED reading lights

Mattress - innersprings

Pole Carrier - inside boot

Cupboard with shelves

Sirocco fan x 1

Seat Foam - high resilience & antibacterial

TV/DVD- Sphere LED 12V (24”)

Windows - double glazed Euro push style with  
roller blinds

EXTERNAL KITCHEN

Cooktop - Smev 2 burner

Fridge - 12V 55L portable

GRP benchtop and splashback with towel rail

Hot Water System - Nautilus Instant

Lights LED

Sink - stainless steel

Storage - overhead and shelf

Tap - flick mixer with 12V pump

EXTERIOR GENERAL

Awning - 11ft Carefree with LED

Boot - 720L tunnel boot

Checkerplate stone protection at front & rear  

Coupling - shockproof swivel

Ensuite - outdoor shower with drop-down tent

Gas Bottle -  2 x 9kg fixed

Jacks - corner supports AL-KO drop

Jerry can holder x 2

EXTERIOR GENERAL (Continued)

Mudflaps - Jayco

Plug car 12 pin

Power - 240 V weather proof outlet

Solar system - 150 W flexi panel

Water tank - 2 x 82L with guard

Wheels - 16” 245/70R16

CONSTRUCTION

Chassis - Endurance hot-dipped galvanised

Furniture - Euro-style with aluminium  
corners &  framing

Roof - hail-resistant one-piece skin with insulation

Suspension - JTECH 2.0 independent coil suspension

Walls - fully insulated Tough Frame, hail & dent 
resistant

Ventilation - grey Pop Top vinyl with window 
flyscreens

SAFETY

Camera- 360-degree camera driving aid

Wheels - nitrogen filled
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Great value, full of features

On top the rear hatch is a 150W flexi solar panel for 
charging your 100AMP deep cycle battery.

Exclusive to Jayco, JHUB phone app provides complete 
transparency of your RV’s onboard features. 

The rear hatch opens upwards to reveal the outdoor 
ensuite, complete with drop-down privacy tent and 
shower, with the option for a portable toilet. 

Everything is taken care of, with clever storage solutions, 
generously spaced lounge, double glazed push windows 
and 12V LED strip lighting. 

Nautilus instant hot-water system- never run out of hot 
water again!

There are no blind spots when towing and parking – a 
world first in a production RV. 
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JAYCO CONSTRUCTION SAFETY YOU  
CAN TRUST

Endurance chassis
Lightweight yet superstrong, our chassis are hot-dip 
galvanised for lifelong protection against corrosion. 
Theyfeature Jayco Pressed Steel C-Section (PSC) floor 
members which are lighter than conventional box 
section steel, 300% stronger and resist bending by 175%.

Tough Frame
Jayco’s vacuum-bonded quad-layer wall construction 
technology is both stronger and lighter than the 
conventional ‘timber & tin’ aluminium-clad caravan 
walls. Built on lightweight aluminium frame for extra 
strength and longevity, Tough Frame provides great 
thermal and acoustic insulation. 

JTECH 2.0 Suspension 
Purpose-built to complement the Jayco Endurance 
chassis, JTECH independent coil suspension delivers 
greater stability, precise handling and increased ground 
clearance for easy and safe towing.

Aluminium frame
The furniture in your Jayco caravan is built on our 
patented aluminium frame for strength and durability.  

Nitrogen-filled tyres 
Nitrogen keeps your tyres as cool as possible and  
helps maintain a constant tyre pressure even in  
hotter weather, reducing the risk of blowouts. 

Breakaway system
If a caravan accidentally separates from the tow  
vehicle, the system will activate the electric brakes  
and brake lights (optional). 

Safety Electronic Stability Control
SAFETY FIRST, with optional Al-KO  
electronic stability control
A Critical swerve or sway is detected.
B  Electronic Stability Control partially applies the RV 

brakes. The caravan is pulled into line behind the 
tow vehicle. The sway is stopped and the caravan 
brakes are released.

A B
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AUSTRALIAN MADE
Designed and built by Australians, for 
Australians to take on the Australian 

terrain, all Jayco RVs proudly wear the 
Australian-made logo. 

Buying a new van, trading in  
or servicing the one you have,  
for 44 years, Australians have  

trusted Jayco with their  
holiday memories.

BETTER VALUE
As the largest Australian RV manufacturer, 
Jayco has a great buying power and passes 
the savings on to our customers, delivering 

more features for less.  

NATIONWIDE SUPPORT
With 29 authorised Jayco dealers and 

100+ service agents around the country, 
Jayco’s support network is the most 

comprehensive in Australia. 

JAYCO CARE
Jayco’s industry-leading customer care 

comprises of 2-year manufacturing 
warranty and 5-year structural 

warranty. Each new Jayco RV comes with 
complimentary 3 years of 24/7 Jayco 

Roadside Assist for peace of mind.

GREAT RESALE VALUE
Jayco RVs keep their value exceptionally 

well and are considered to be a long-term 
investment. To help you get the best value, 

list your Jayco for free on jayco.com.au.  

WHY BUY JAYCO?



OTHER PRODUCTS 
IN OUR RANGE

Jayco Caravans Jayco Pop Tops

Jayco Camper Trailers

Jayco Sport & Adventure

Jayco J-Pod Jayco Motorhomes

Jayco Corporation Pty Ltd owns the copyright in this brochure. Unauthorised use, reproduction or adaptation is forbidden and will be 
prosecuted. Due to ongoing improvement, the specifications in this brochure are subject to change without notice.  
©JAYCO 2019 PO Box 636 Dandenong VIC Australia 3175.

JAYCO.COM.AU 
1300 JAYCO RV

Join our communities:   
share your Jayco roadtrip with us  
on Facebook and Instagram


